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The American songbook is “Jewish” in the broad sense that it favors

he children of immigrants were eager to assimilate and

e must pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off, and

begin again the work of remaking America.” When Barack
Obama made this statement in his inaugural address of January
20, 2009, he was paraphrasing the lyric Dorothy Fields wrote
for a Jerome Kern song that Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
joyously dance to in the 1936 movie Swing Time: “Pick yourself
up, dust yourself off, start all over again.”

America offered its newcomers not only a safe haven from anti-

Americans have always responded to the optimism, no less

Semitic terror but also the promise of a fresh start, with upward

than the wit and sophistication, passion and verve, of the jazz

mobility, and men and women of creative talent seized the chance

standards, ballads, torch songs, anthems, up-tempo dance

to create the words and music of the American dream. The sky was

numbers, and showstoppers that make up the American

the limit, or so it felt, to young people with big imaginations at a

songbook. Like Hollywood movies, with which they have a

time when exciting new technologies—the radio, the microphone,

symbiotic relationship, the songs beguiled multitudes and

the talking movie, the long-playing record—gave popular culture

prove, in their enduring appeal, that the goals of popular

a huge assist as the twentieth century got off the ground.

the minor key, bent notes, altered chords. Commentators speak of

adopt secular ways. Cantors’ sons became songwriters (Irving

a jazzy edge, a bluesy darkness. Even happy songs sound a little

Berlin, Harold Arlen) or performers (Al Jolson). They tended not

mournful. Sweetness mixes with sadness, a plaintive undertow

to be observant of Jewish law and doctrine. Several married outside

emerges, and you feel the melancholy of future loss in the very

the faith. But they put the spirit of their Judaism into their creative

instant of present happiness. A Hebrew prayer could generate a

work, as if the theater were a temple in modern disguise.

jazz melody. The opening chords of George Gershwin’s “It Ain’t
Necessarily So” come straight from a benediction over the Torah.

An anecdote in Richard Rodgers’ autobiography illustrates the
Jewish character of American popular song and how it was often

A “Jewish” lyric may hedge its bets. Gus Kahn’s lyric for “It Had

wholly unrelated to religion or even ethnicity. When Rodgers (then

to Be You,” among the most cherished of love songs, sneaks in

twenty-four) and Cole Porter (thirty-five) met on the Lido in Venice

a line—“With all your faults I love you still”—that affirms the

in 1926, Rodgers and Lorenz Hart had already had a smash hit in

singer’s love but also insists that there are faults to be overlooked.

“Manhattan.” Rodgers’ flair for melody went perfectly with Hart’s

The lyricists were masters of the mixed mood. They could sound

impish wit. One couplet borrows a Brooklyn accent to summarize

“glad to be unhappy” (Lorenz Hart) or “gay in a melancholy

the attractions of a New York summer: “The city’s clamor can never

way” (Oscar Hammerstein). If romance rests in the longing rather

spoil / The dreams of a boy and goil.” From then on, Rodgers and

than the having, there is no purer expression of yearning than

What is the American songbook? You won’t find it in your local

Hart were the toast of the town. A Time magazine cover story

the Gershwins’ “Someone To Watch Over Me” (music by George,

The best songwriters combined a genius for melody, ingenuity

branch of the public library, or even in the Library of Congress,

dubbed the duo the “boys from Columbia.”

at fitting the right words to it, and the ability to connect

because it exists not as a physical book in multiple volumes but as a

with a wide audience. A remarkably high percentage of

term for a remarkable era of songs—songs that achieved enormous

them were Jewish by birth and heritage. Some (Jerome Kern,

popularity when first introduced and that have since become the

Richard Rodgers) came from relatively prosperous families

American classics, or “standards,” that jazz musicians play and

with the foresight to immigrate in the 1860s or earlier. Others

cabaret chanteurs sing.

culture and high artistic achievement can happily coincide.

were children of refugees from Eastern Europe, who risked

“Body and Soul,” “Night and Day,” “It Had To to Be You,” “Love

everything to escape pogroms and persecution in the years just

for Sale,” “The Blue Room,” “I Guess I’ll Have to Change My Plan,”

before and after the turn of the century.

“Always,” “Tangerine,” “Among My Souvenirs,” “Stormy Weather,"

Following the assassination of a liberal Czar in 1881, cruel

“Thou Swell,” “That Old Black Magic,” “My Heart Stood Still”:

anti-Semitic decrees made life miserable for Russian Jews—just

You can make a superb compact disc out of just the background

as depicted in the 1964 musical Fiddler on the Roof (music by

songs in black-and-white Hollywood movies when the “studio

Jerry Bock, lyrics by Sheldon Harnick). And so it happened that

system” was in its heyday, and MGM, Warner Brothers, Universal,

Israel Baline, Yakov Gershowitz, and Chaim Arluck became

Paramount, and Columbia were the main centers of activity.

Irving Berlin, George Gershwin, and Harold Arlen, and together

words by Ira), which wards off self-pity with melodious charm and
cunning rhymes. The object of the singer’s dreams “may not be the

In contrast to the Jewish lads from Manhattan’s Upper West Side,

man some girls think of as handsome,” yet she pines for him all

Porter—a wealthy, Yale-educated Episcopalian born on a farm

the same.

in Peru, Indiana—had not yet scored with the critics and public.
Nevertheless, Porter told Rodgers he had figured out the secret of

Above almost all else, the lyricists valued wit—whether jubilant or

writing hits. Rodgers leaned over. “I’ll write Jewish tunes,” Porter

downhearted, buoyant or wryly ironic, or somehow all of these at

said. Rodgers laughed, but as time went by he saw Porter’s point.

once, as in Leo Robin’s lyric for “Love Is Just Around the Corner”

The minor-key melodies of “Night and Day,” “Begin the Beguine,”

(music by Lewis E. Gensler). “I’m a sentimental mourner, / And I

and “My Heart Belongs to Daddy” were “unmistakably” Jewish.

couldn’t be forlorner.” Robin compares his beloved favorably to the

You didn’t have to be Jewish to write Jewish songs; you just needed

statue of the Venus de Milo at the Louvre Museum. You’re “cuter,”

an ear for it. And the success of these “Jewish tunes” showed that

he says. “And what’s more you got arms.”

if Jewish songwriters had fallen for America, American listeners

The prize for pithiest plot summary of a canonical work goes

responded with open arms and dancing feet.

to Howard Dietz for “That’s Entertainment” (music by Arthur
Schwartz). When a “ghost and a prince meet, / And everyone ends

The soundtrack of the American romance—as heard on the car

they made musical history in the country that gave them

in mincemeat,” you have Hamlet in a couplet.

radio and seen on the silver screen in the 1930s and 40s—was

the chance.

“ I CA N’T G E T STA RT E D ”

largely the product of a Jewish imagination. Would Casablanca
be the same without Herman Hupfeld’s “As Time Goes By” played

Refrain (1)

on the piano and sung by Dooley Wilson? Would the progress of

I’m a glum one –
It’s explainable:
I met someone
Unattainable;
Life’s a bore,
The world is my oyster no more.
All the papers
Where I led the news
With my capers
Now will spread the news –
“Superman
Turns out to be Flash In the Pan”

Dorothy and her friends toward the merry old land of Oz enchant
half as much without “Over the Rainbow,” “If I Only Had a Brain,”
“Ding-Dong! The Witch is Is Dead,” and the rest of the score by
Harold Arlen (music) and Yip Harburg (lyrics)?
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I’ve flown around the world in a plane;
I’ve settled revolutions in Spain;
The North Pole I have charted –
But I can’t get started with you.
Around a golf course I’m under par,
and Metro-Goldwyn wants me to star;
I’ve got a house – a show place
But I get no place with you.
You’re so supreme – lyrics I write of you,
Scheme – just for the sight of you,
Dream – both day and night of you –
And what good does it do?
I’ve been consulted by Franklin D.
And Greta Garbo’s had me to tea,
and yet I’m broken hearted
‘Cause I can’t get started with you.
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Irving Berlin’s America

J

erome Kern was asked to define Irving Berlin’s place in

American music. “Irving Berlin has no place in American music,”
Kern replied. “Irving Berlin is American music.” Berlin, who had no
formal music training and could play piano in only one key, told
people that his earliest memory was of shivering in a blanket on the

I

side of a road when he was four or five years old and watching his

n the era preceding the radio’s centrality in every

home burn down in a pogrom. Berlin (1888–1989) began his

household’s living room, home entertainment consisted

New York musical career as a busker (performing songs for tips)

of a piano and voices, and the music industry revolved

and a singing waiter in a Chinatown restaurant. He proved himself

around the sale of sheet music. Music publishers had

the most versatile of songwriters—one of the very few who wrote

set up shop on an undistinguished street in Manhattan’s

The songwriters didn’t set out to create a new art form in the

Flatiron district—Twenty-eighth Street between

thirty-two-bar song. But that is what they accomplished. The

Broadway and Fifth Avenue—that came to be known as

basic structure consists of a verse, or lead-in, followed by two

Tin Pan Alley.

eight-measure statements of the melodic theme; a bridge (or

both the music and the words and was equally adroit at both.
Able to state his themes directly and without artifice, Irving Berlin
wrote modern anthems. In “White Christmas” and “Easter Parade,”

Tin Pan Alley had produced such durable hits as “In the

Ball Game” (1908), and “Let Me Call You Sweetheart”

reprised whenever a crisis erupts—made its debut on November 11,

In a riff in his novel Operation Shylock, Philip Roth exclaims that

Arlen introduces leaps and drops that extend the melody to

1938, sung by Kate Smith on the radio. On that day, the twentieth

Berlin, “the greatest Diasporist of all,” turns Easter into a fashion

seventy-two bars.

Irving Berlin in 1911. Technically a march, not a rag,

country’s charter ideals to heart. “God Bless America”—a hymn

they truly celebrate is a nondenominational American religion.

not elastic. In “That Old Black Magic,” for example, Harold

(1910). Then came “Alexander’s Ragtime Band” by

refugee boy who finds acceptance, makes good, and takes the

the songs are full of sentiment and may be sung with piety, what

to the refrain and sometimes varying it. The form is nothing if

Good Old Summertime” (1902), “Take Me Out to the

Berlin believed in America with the enthusiasm of a frightened

he secularized the two most important Christian holidays. While

“release”) of the same length; and then eight final bars returning

anniversary of the armistice ending World War I, Americans could

show (“O, I could write a sonnet / About your Easter bonnet”)

read in their morning newspapers about Kristallnacht in Germany

incorporating elements as unusual as a bugle call and a

During their effervescent heyday—a roughly fifty-five-year

and Christmas into a snow holiday on the home front in the

quotation from Stephen Foster’s “Old Folks At Home”

period between 1911 and 1965—popular songs fed a nexus

bitter December of 1942. “This is Jewish genius on a par with the

(‘Swanee River,’ 1851), Berlin’s vivacious hybrid sold a

of other arts and pastimes. The Broadway musical and its

Ten Commandments,” Roth writes. The riff ends with a hearty

million copies and made ragtime the rage. “Alexander”

Hollywood counterpart in their prime; the jazz of Swing Street

endorsement of another “Jewish” Christmas song, this one by

also launched a craze for social dancing, since you could

in midtown Manhattan and the Cotton Club in Harlem; the Big

Jules Styne (music) and Sammy Cahn (lyrics): “Let It Snow! Let It

dance more easily to ragtime than to the vaudeville

Bands of Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw, Tommy Dorsey and

Snow! Let It Snow!”

ditties or sentimental ballads it displaced. Thus began

Glenn Miller; vocalists on the order of Frank Sinatra and Bing

the American songbook. Kern and Gershwin added to it

Crosby, Judy Garland and Ella Fitzgerald: all depended on the

Not everyone was happy that a Jew had written the nation’s patriotic

before the decade ended. Then came the 1920s and an

songwriters for their material.

anthem of choice. One critic demanded that Berlin turn over all

astonishing proliferation of brilliant songs.

and Austria the night before. Nazi-inflamed crowds burned down
synagogues, smashed store windows, and beat and humiliated Jews
as uniformed police looked on. Though Berlin had written “God Bless
America” twenty years earlier—he rescued a draft from his trunk of
discarded songs—it represented a vital counterforce to the Nazis’
martial cadenzas.

royalties from “God Bless America” to the public. Berlin rejected such

So, too, did the night clubs of a vanished era—the Copacabana,

challenges. Then he, a true believer, turned around and donated the

the Stork Club, and El Morocco in New York, and later the neon

proceeds to the Boys and Girls Clubs of America.

casinos of Las Vegas. The American songbook was the stuff of
real or make-believe ballrooms, where people went (or imagined

Berlin fashioned morale-boosting songs of simple sincerity and

going) to dance the Lindy or the fox-trot at a time when ballroom

sentiment: Let’s have another cup of coffee, Let’s take an old

dancing was all but universal, the very language of courtship.

fashioned walk, It’s a lovely day today. In Cole Porter’s estimation,
“the Berlin ballad” was the top of its field: “What’ll I Do?”; “How
Deep Is the Ocean?”; “Always.” But Berlin could do so much else.
If it’s wit that you want, he will give you a sultry beauty, who can
incite a “Heat Wave” by “letting her seat wave.” Berlin wrote for Fred
Astaire and partners in Hollywood and for Ethel Merman and cast on
Broadway. In 1945 Berlin inherited Annie Get Your Gun when Jerome
Kern died. In record time he turned out one of the most memorable
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scores in theater history: “There’s No Business Like Show Business,”
“You Can’t Get a Man with a Gun,” “I Got the Sun in the Morning,”

Entertainment
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“Doin’ What Comes Natur’lly.”
He didn’t make songwriting look easy. One observer said that
watching Berlin work on a song was like watching a woman in labor.
But he was fast enough when he had to be. At a Saturday meeting
it was decided that Annie Get Your Gun needed one more song.
Rehearsals were set to begin on Monday. Shortly after the meeting
ended, Berlin phoned in the words and music of the competition
song, “Anything You Can Do I Can Do Better.” He had written it in
the cab going home.
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